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you’re planning a professional makeup or hair styling app, you must know
that the app that is actually working on your phone has the potential to

get you more money than apps that are complete fail. However, there are
many high-ranking app stores that can benefit you greatly if you know
how to find the correct app. You can learn about the successful ones by
reading below. Blend Mode And Apply While there are other options for

taking a selfie with your new or existing makeup, one of the best options
is to create a monochrome. This means that the selfie will come out with
a blue hue to it. The reason why you’re not feeling blue is because the

blue makeup can only be applied on the eyes, lips and cheeks. The best
filters out there will enable you to use the monochrome so that you can

just take the best selfie. Clickbait If you’re really good at writing, then you
can probably see where this is going. Some app stores will have clickbait

items that take selfies and then start promoting the fact that they did
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such and such. If you don’t like this, then you can always search for app
stores with better reviews. Criminal If you’re into crime, then you have

one thing to watch out for. Most times, there are apps that encourage the
creation of fake news for sales purposes. Many of the apps that are in the
criminal category enable you to create fake news, so there is a very high
probability that the ones in the industry will use them. Models If you’re

into modeling, then you’re going to have some good luck. App stores that
are in the models category are usually less likely to contain fake news and
clickbait. Instead, they’ll tend to focus on featuring the greatest models. If

you’re not a professional model, you can still find a high-scoring app
store. Chat Groups If you have some experience with messaging and

chatting, then you’ll know that apps like WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger,
Viber, etc. have some great filters that enable them to be highly useful. If

you’re into chatting, then you can find an app store that offers this
feature. If you’re not, you can still find plenty of other features you can

use. 5ec8ef588b
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